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by Lucy Holland
Editor-in-Chief

Hello again, loyal readers. And, by loyal read-
ers I mean Mr. G, the staffers, parents of staffers, 
my Grandma, like three teachers, and the coolest 
people on earth, aka the baristas at Great Bear. 
It’s a new school year. And this year, Lucy Hol-
land is an Editor-in-Chief. One might think that 
this would mean my 
days of spewing 
out my jumbled 
thoughts onto 
a Google Doc 
and  t r y i ng 
to make them 
funny would be 
over. But, alas, 
here I am, spewing 
away thoughts, as jum-
bled as ever. 

Let me paint this picture 
like I’m Bob Ross in a room with 
no windows. My friends and I are very busy 
people. So, naturally, it takes a fair amount of 
planning to be able to do fun stuff together. I 
love planning. What I don’t love is coming up 
with an idea of what to do, getting excited about 
said idea, and then having Lindsey Adams cancel 
on me two hours beforehand, after I bought 
tickets. But I am not one to let Ms. “I’m sorry 
I’m just so tired from work (lifeguarding at the 
LGS Rec Department where you sit and watch 
three 10 year olds swim for 15 minutes, then lay 
in the shade and eat Otter Pops for 45 minutes)” 
Adams ruin my day. So, what do I do? I go to 
the aquarium by myself.

I am not a very introspective person. I try 
to avoid thinking about why I do things and for 
what purpose because then I spiral to the whole, 
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Evans’ first day of trauma Holland loves aquariums

by Sarah Gouldrup
People Editor

I’m not a fruit person. Never have been, never will be. 
It never fails to baffle people when it comes up in a conver-
sation, and they are always outraged when they find out I 
am a firm hater of the fruit community. Day after day, I’m 
subjected to variations of “Sarah, what?? You really don’t want 
a bite of this artificial orange-colored, mushy mango that has 
genuine FUZZ on the outside of it?” or “You can’t be seri-
ous, this kiwi is basically the best thing I’ve ever 
tasted” (again with the fuzz, 
what?!) At this point, 
not liking fruit has 
a l i e n a t ed  me 
from 99 percent 
of the population. 
However, my passion 
against fruit is mostly 
just a strong dislike and 
simply another grievance 
against food from a picky eater. 
Mostly. The 

exception comes along 
in the form of an elon-

gated, yellow plan-
tain, where dislike 
becomes real, genu-

ine fear.
Bananas. Seven let-

ters, three syllables, and 
the stem of all my childhood 

trauma. Oh, Gwen Stefani, when 
you released the iconic single 

Hollaback Girl, you had no idea 
how horrendous those B-A-N-A-N-

A-S  really are. Even the act of typing 
the word invokes a reaction from me 

as I imagine the terrifyingly-yellow 
fruit that has haunted me since I was a 

little girl. How could you blame me? If 
your sister had spent your childhood years 

smashing open bananas in your face while 
pinning you to the ground, I’m pretty sure you 

would develop some type of distress connected to 

by Esha Bagora
Humor Editor

When I first saw a picture of Stormi Webster — the oddly 
named offspring of Travis Scott and Kylie Jenner — on a school 
bus, I thought it was photoshopped. I genuinely couldn’t wrap 
my mind around Stormi entering a bright yellow school bus of 
her own free will. Upon further investigation, apparently, her 
dad bought it for her after she expressed a wish for one. I can 
just imagine Stormi singing Wheels on the Bus, offhandedly 
saying, “I want a bus,” and then having one the next day. 

Some of my best and worst elementary school and summer 
memories happened on the school bus. I attended YMCA camps 
every summer and was on that bus basically every single day. I 
met some of my closest friends and worst enemies on the bus, 
and I wouldn’t trade that time in my life for anything. But, if 

Bagora needs you to pipe down about Stormi’s new bus

whose name may rhyme with Bike Mollhurst. This 
moment killed me, especially after looking up 
and seeing a classroom of upperclassmen watch 
me suffer through this encounter. Thinking 
that I would never have to face him again, this 
encounter actually was not too bad.

I made it into Spanish, definitely late and 
with a lot of confused 

peers wondering 
why I was walking in 

nearly 15 minutes after 
the bell rang, but I did 
it. I was seated next 
to an upperclassman 
boy — immediately I 
thought to myself this 
was a perfect scenario, 
because maybe he knew 
the ropes of navigating 
the first day a little 
better; maybe the bad 
luck had come to an end. 
I guess you could say 
that he felt comfortable, 

because about 10 minutes 
into class he pulls out an 

Activia yogurt, and then dives 
in hands first. Literally, he began eating his 
strawberry yogurt with his hands, fully spoon-
less. That’s an experience I wish I could forget, 
but alas I cannot, so I will place the burden on 
all of you El Gato readers instead. Let’s move 
on, please. 

Let this be your wake up call to stay on your 
toes at school, a lot more goes on than you realize 
(exhibit A: the Activia yogurt menace). 

Sincerely, your traumatized (but somewhat 
forgiving) observer, me.

 Gouldrup expresses her very large hatred toward bananas

“Why am I conscious? Why is anyone conscious? 
Are we in a simulation? What is real? What is fake? 
IS there even a real or fake?” train of thought. 
But driving alone for an hour and then standing 
in a huge crowd of people staring at some pre-
historic looking sea creatures really teaches you 
a lot about yourself and your place in the world. 

Mostly, no one cares about you. At all. You 
are literally not even a blip on the radar 

of a mother of three trying to wrangle 
toddlers through an aquarium. You 
can disappear in a crowd of people 
who don’t know you, and it’s kind of 
fun. I spend so much time thinking 

about people perceiving 
me, when in real-

ity, everyone else is 
10 times more worried 

about how they are being 
perceived. No one even 

really looks at you, so really 
you can do whatever you want.

I also realized that I’m basi-
cally one of those old ladies who sit 

in the park all day glaring at teenagers walking 
by, because I found it terribly entertaining to 
imagine backstories for all the random passersby 
in the deep sea exhibit as I sat and watched 
jumbo fish swim in circles. I decided there were 
three undercover agents from Paris, a couple on 
a date (but one of the girls is really much more 
interested in her phone than in her companion), 
a retired deep sea fisherman who feels bad about 
killing so many of these large fish, and an aspiring 
method actress who will soon be cast as a woman 
trapped in a submarine.

Anyway, welcome back Wildcats. I’m looking 
forward to another year of dumping my (arguably) 
humorous life stories into this newspaper.

six-to-12-year-old me was given the option of either riding the bus or getting dropped 
off by my parents, it would be a no-brainer. 

 Under ordinary circumstances, a bus is filled with 
sweaty kids, jam-packed to maximum capac-
ity, with counselors or teachers shouting 
instructions through megaphones. Both 
of my parents’ cars had air conditioning, 
comfortable seats, and I got to pick the 
music. I assume an empty bus would be 
kind of worse than a full bus, with the 
lingering scent of sweat. But maybe  
Stormi’s bus was dry cleaned before 
she got it. 

Lowkey, I wish I had my own bus 
(dry cleaned of course). I would ren-

ovate it 
like the 
videos that 
were trending on 
TikTok last summer 
and make it into an RV or a cool hangout for 
me and my friends. Or I could join an Uber or Lyft type 
of job and make some serious bank. 

the fruit. Anytime I so much as see the tip of the unpeeled horror, 
I’m transported back to the kitchen floor as my sister smushes 
the goopy, pale insides into my five year old cheeks. Thanks a lot 
Emily, you managed to instill a lifelong fear in me at the age of six.

Some may call it an irrational fear, but I know better. Nothing 
about a banana is lovable, comforting. I mean, how many times has 
a banana played a villain in stories? People don’t slip on carrots or 
cucumbers, they slip on banana peels. I’m simply being proactive 
in avoiding them in every way I can. It definitely has nothing to 
do with the fact that the presence of a banana, let alone the smell, 
invokes a gag reflex. Picture this. It’s 2100, scientists uncover a 
fossil and make a groundbreaking discovery about the true cause 
of the dinosaur extinction. Spoiler alert, it’s a banana. You can 
count on me spewing “I told you so’s” from the grave for at least 
three thousand years. 

To all you banana supporters, stay safe! I will never comprehend 
how you actively choose to eat them, put them in your smoothies, 
your DESSERTS. You scare me, you really do. Almost as much as 
the actual bananas. I’m sorry, Kayla Morgan, I know you said in 
Cloud 9 to have no fear and nothing is impossible, but even the 
dreamboat himself Mr. Will Cloud couldn’t make a banana entering 
my mouth a reality. 
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But all jokes aside, Kylie Jenner and Travis Scott have 
been getting a lot of backlash on social media for giving 
such an expensive gift to their daughter. I don’t understand 

why, as they always give Stormi lavish gifts. They 
clearly have the money to do so and 

are free to spend it as they choose. 
Twitter trolls really need to 
get a life. Stormi is three years 

old and is barely beginning to 
think for herself, and it’s pretty 

stupid for 30 something-year-olds 
to bully someone a tenth of 

their age. 
 I did not see this level 

of backlash for everyone 
who bought buses last 
summer and shouldn’t 
be seeing it now. People 
need to sit back and let 
Stormi enjoy her bus and 
her life, sans the people, 
sweat, and extraordinarily  

loud megaphones. 
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• Davidson recaps
   boba disaster
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by Alex Evans 
Opinion Editor

Given the always daunting experience of the 
first day of school, I think it is time to finally 
look back on the horror that was the first two 
days of freshman year. I was hugely unprepared 
for the ruthlessness of high school, but now 
enough time has passed to 
relive the memories in 
full without (too much) 
overwhelming pain. 

On the first day, I was 
essentially just an unsus-
pecting eighth grader. I was 
vastly under-prepared for 
freshman biology, especially 
the conversations I would 
have at the infamous lab 
tables. After being asked 
to introduce ourselves to 
our new seat partners, I 
proceeded to ask the boy 
next to me which middle 
school he attended last year 
thinking he was a freshman 
like me. The key words here 
being ‘last’ and ‘year.’ Little did I 
know, I was speaking to a junior who graduated 
from Fisher two years prior. For the first day, this 
was arguably the worst of my encounters. 

Now, I had to face the second first day with even 
classes, which somehow turned out worse (impres-
sive, I know). Spanish 2 was about to send me off 
the edge, before even making it into the classroom 
itself. After ending up in the second floor of the 
English building, NOT the World Language build-
ing, freshman year me — clearly unaware of this 
information — walked into a certain teacher’s room 
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